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Letter From the
Director
I am delighted to present the
report of the activities of the
Humanities Center during the
2020-21 academic year. The
challenges of the pandemic
meant these activities were
transformed from in-person
events in our usually bustling
center to remote programming
offered online. What might have
been an unalloyed limitation
opened new possibilities for
us in practice, and what might
have been merely remote
events were enjoyed by an even
wider audience than before,
in their homes, in San Diego
and beyond. This can most
dramatically be illustrated by
our remarkable Knapp Chair
event, featuring the eminent
Noam Chomsky, the recording
of which (as I write these
words) has been viewed over
4,000 times on the Humanities
Center’s YouTube channel.
In the pages that follow, you
will read about the 2020-21
accomplishments in each of the
Humanities Center’s elements:
Collaborative Research, Digital
Humanities, Interdisciplinary

Curriculum Development, Public
Humanities, and the Humanities
Center’s Gallery.
This troubled and disrupted
year coincided with my own
sabbatical and I am deeply
grateful to those who took
the helm of the Humanities
Center during my absence. Dr.
Cynthia Caywood and Dr. Fred
Miller Robinson, professors in
USD’s Department of English,
contributed greatly as standin directors, each designing
a powerful series of panels
on the social and intellectual
challenges of the pandemic
and on systemic racism,
respectively. Dr. Noelle Norton,
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, oversaw operations
with characteristic energy and
dedication, while Lindy Villa,
in addition to coordinating
the center’s programming
flawlessly, curated an excellent
series of events on the idea of
radical hospitality.
As always in this context, it is
fitting once more to thank Carol
Vassiliadis, whose generous
endowment has embedded
the Humanities Center at the
heart of the University of San
Diego and secured it against

the uncertainties generated by
turbulent times.
This report surveys the fine
achievements of a difficult and
remote year. I look forward to
welcoming guests back to the
Humanities Center when we can
continue to explore the human
condition in person and faceto-face once more.
Brian R. Clack, PhD
A. Vassiliadis Director of the
Humanities Center
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Collaborative
Research

Interdisciplinary
Curriculum

Collaborative Research programs

During 2020-21, the Interdisciplinary

this year included the Knapp

Curriculum element was limited in

Chair of Liberal Arts and the Keck

some respects by the COVID-19

Undergraduate Humanities Research

pandemic but was inspired by the

Fellowship. Both programs brought

fully remote teaching technology

substantial engagement and

and developed new programming to

achievements to the Humanities

engage students in critical thinking

Center and to USD during our

grounded in the humanities.

remote year.

of the directors of the college’s
10 interdisciplinary minors and

faculty program, was heavily

two majors that are not within

impacted by the pandemic, yet

lecture by Noam Chomsky and a
panel of communication studies and
political science experts on political
communication.
The Keck Undergraduate Humanities
Fellows’ fourth cohort worked virtually
all year, and presented outstanding
research projects during our May
2021 Interdisciplinary Humanities
Research Colloquium. The Keck
Fellows cohort included Sara Badrani
(philosophy), who examined the
philosophy of motivation; Reijer
den Dulk (industrial and systems
engineering), who traced the history
of fresh water hydraulic engineering
in Europe; Emma Heflin (English and
philosophy), who examined the
aesthetic value of ethical content
in Shakespeare’s Othello; Samuel
Hixon (interdisciplinary humanities
and biochemistry), who connected
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Minors committee, consisting

high-profile in-residence visiting

two virtual programs, a Knapp
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The Interdisciplinary Majors and

The Knapp Chair of Liberal Arts, our

during Spring 2021 we presented
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modern lifestyles, necessity and
consumption to human-driven climate
change; Alyssa Mugavero (sociology
and interdisciplinary humanities),
who researched empathy and
transformative education; Rebecca
Nickel (architecture), who traced
equilibrium and the oblique in
architecture, dance and the Steffen
polyhedron, which can change shape
without breaking any connections
of sides or vertices; Delaney Tax
(ethnic studies), who mapped the
spatiality of gendered and sexed
bodies and knowledges in the urban
environment; and Sienna Todd (visual
arts and international relations),
whose paintings and writings
explored art activism, gender, the
mythology of the feminine and social
movements. The Keck Fellows cohort
exemplified the creativity, resilience,
passion and skill required to complete
complex, interdisciplinary humanities
research projects throughout a
challenging pandemic year.

departments, built upon past efforts
to attract and retain students.
Between Fall 2018 and Spring 2021,
the number of students in these 12
programs more than doubled from
140 to 317. In Fall 2021, a new minor
in Africana studies will be launched,
and further growth in numbers is
anticipated.
In response to the pandemic, the
Humanities Center developed a new
class in Summer 2020 for incoming

Business, Shiley-Marcos School

States and exposed students to a

of Engineering and Hahn School of

range of interdisciplinary analyses

Nursing and Health Science. Nearly

of the movement for Black lives,

200 students enrolled in the class,

with the opportunity for critical,

which was taught in a seminar style,

transformative reflection. The

with one interdisciplinary lecture

positive student feedback received

and multiple smaller discussion

for the Fall 2020 class led to a

sections each week. Students were

second BLM seminar in Spring 2021,

enthusiastic about their experiences,

as well as plans for future offerings.

and this success paved the way for a
decision to offer a similar class each
summer as part of the newly named

In addition to Pandemic Times and
Black Lives Matter, a range of pop-up
and seminar classes were taught

first-year students. This class, titled

1st@USD seminar series.

Pandemic Times: Human Experiences

The format of this class was

Center this year. The 2020-21

employed for a Black Lives Matter

offerings were:

seminar class, taught in Fall 2020



and Responses, addressed various
aspects of the COVID-19 pandemic
and of pandemics in general from the
perspectives of multiple academic
disciplines. Designed to introduce
incoming first-year students to the
interdisciplinary mindset emblematic
of a liberal arts education, this
course was taught by 21 faculty
members from across the College
of Arts and Sciences, School of

and Spring 2021 by 25 faculty

remotely through the Humanities

members, including Provost Gail

of Business, Shiley-Marcos School
of Engineering, Hahn School of
Nursing and Health Science and the
School of Leadership and Education
Sciences. This class included a
discussion of the complex histories
of Black people in the United

Taught by Dr. Christopher Carter
and Dr. Seth Schoen (Department

Baker. Instructors came from the
College of Arts and Sciences, School

Anti-Racism and Spiritual Praxis

of Theology and Religious Studies)



Welcome to the Anthropocene: Life
in the “Human Era,”
Taught by Dr. Mary McKenzie
(Department of Political Science
and International Relations)
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Technology and
Humanities
Digital Scholarship and Pedagogy



At Home with the Classics:
Plato’s Republic
Taught by Dr. Tim McCarty
(Department of Political Science
and International Relations) and
Dr. Ryan Abrecht (Department of
History)



Populism, Paupers and Pandemic:
Everything Old is New Again
Taught by Dr. Mary McKenzie
(Department of Political Science
and International Relations)

 At Home with the Classics:
Virgil’s Aeneid

Taught by Dr. Tim McCarty
(Department of Political Science
and International Relations) and
Dr. Ryan Abrecht (Department of
History)
 The Social Dilemma, Deconstructed
Taught by Dr. Susannah Stern

(Department of Communication
Studies) and Dr. Hannah Holtzman,
the center’s postdoctoral scholar
in critical technology

To encourage the creation and
growth of new Digital Humanities
initiatives by faculty members
across the university, a new award
program, known as Seed & Nourish:
Digital Humanities at USD, offered
funding support for select recipients.
Funded by the Humanities Center,
the program provided a limited
number of $1,000 awards to USD
faculty members to develop or launch
new or early-stage scholarly and/
or pedagogical digital humanities
endeavors. Designed to be flexible,
the award could be applied toward
expenditures such as technology,
software, equipment, supplies,
personnel, promotion and publicity.
All USD faculty members with current
appointments were eligible for the
award; proposals were reviewed by
a panel according to their objectives,
engagement with the digital
humanities, timeline and anticipated
expenses. Ultimately, two projects
were awarded the stipend:
1. Emilie Amrein, PhD, associate
professor of music, for “The Choral
Commons,” a virtual space for choirs
and conductors to envision innovative
and equity-centered choral futures by
producing podcasts and interactive
webinars, engaging community

the Humanities Center also offered
a virtual public screening and
discussion of the documentary Coded
Bias (2021), focused on discriminatory
algorithms used in facial recognition
technologies.

assistant professor of integrated
engineering, for “Art Builds: New Art in
Mixed Worlds,” which seeks to design
and deploy immersive art through
the use of virtual reality technology,
and to connect that virtual work
with the tangible construction of an
installation in physical space.
On April 6, 2021, recipients shared
their projects and reported on their
progress during a virtual event hosted
by the Humanities Center.

partners and incubating new choral

Critical Technology Studies

projects.

In 2020-21, Critical Technology
Studies launched a series of programs
focused on artificial intelligence
and the humanities. Convened and
supported by Humanities Center
Director Brian Clack and Dean Noelle

2. Austin Choi-Fitzpatrick, PhD,
associate professor of political
sociology, and Dr. Gordon Hoople,

Norton and led by Tyler Hower, PhD,
and Keck Postdoctoral Fellow Hannah
Holtzman, PhD, the Humanities Center
initiated a faculty AI Learning Group
to explore the human and social
dimensions of artificial intelligence.
The group drew participants from
the humanities, social sciences,
natural sciences and engineering,
and helped build connections and
foster interdisciplinary conversations
around artificial intelligence across
the campus.
In Fall 2020, the group focused on
the origins and development of the
idea of machine intelligence with
texts from René Descartes, Julien
Offray de La Mettrie and Alan Turing,

among others. In Spring 2021, the
focus shifted to literary and filmic
representations and broader social
implications of artificial intelligence.
This work was complemented by
a virtual AI and the humanities
public lecture series which
featured internationally renowned
scholars Patricia Churchland, Mark
Coeckelbergh, Sylvester Johnson,
and Carissa Véliz and drew attendees
from around the world.
The Humanities Center also offered
an undergraduate seminar co-taught
by Susannah Stern, PhD, and Hannah
Holtzman, entitled Deconstructing The
Social Dilemma on the recent popular
Netflix docudrama. In collaboration
with Maritza Johnson, PhD, director
of a new center on campus for data
science and artificial intelligence,

Postponed from Spring 2020 due to
the pandemic, a faculty-led lecture
series on technology and climate
change and sustainability across
disciplines was held virtually in Fall
2020. Literary scholar Ursula Heise,
PhD (UCLA), and video artist Jeffrey
Stuker participated in a keynote
panel on the theme of extinction.
In collaboration with this event,
Diversity Postdoctoral Fellow Wilnelia
Recart González, PhD, led a virtual
workshop, entitled Using Cross-Stitch
to Explore Environmental Issues, in
which participants learned about the
Tecopa pupfish and implications of
environmental devastation on the
natural world, including humans and
other species.
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Humanities Center
Gallery

Public Humanities

A variety of exhibition projects went

The Humanities Center hosted a

ahead despite constraints imposed

robust public program schedule with

by the pandemic. Visitors to the

several virtual events this past year,

Humanities Center or the University

which expanded our attendance

Galleries websites were given the

base and provided opportunities

opportunity to review several virtual

9

for additional partnerships and

displays throughout the year. Starting

international guests. We saw

in the fall, Chicano Park @50: Renewal

increased engagement with

and Self-Determination through

community members and offered

Poster Art, which had originally been

engagement through streamed

planned for the gallery, transferred

events and recordings. The center

to a fully online, interactive format.

was honored to host Noam Chomsky,

The project was conceived in tandem

PhD, as the Knapp Chair of Liberal

with the Chicano Park Museum

prints. Zoe Morales Martinez ’21

Sciences, Noelle Norton, as well.

and Cultural Center and was guest

devoted several semesters to

Mutu is a leading figure in the

curated by Cesar Castañeda,

working on the project as an intern

contemporary art world and was the

with whom it was an honor to

and as an honors student in the

subject of a major exhibition at the

collaborate. Castañeda, together

Department of Art, Architecture + Art

Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco

with USD Professor of Ethnic Studies

History. Her selection of works by

during the summer of 2021. Her

Alberto Pulido, assembled a nearly

Helen Zughaib, Kerry James Marshall,

early video, Amazing Grace (2005),

complete archive of the vibrant

Salomon Huerta, Shepard Fairey

in which the Kenyan-born artist

posters that were produced across

and others resulted in a compelling

sings the well-known 18th-century

The weekly discussion series, open

the half-century of celebrations

assemblage of relevant works and

British hymn in her native language,

commemorating the community

to all, addressed current events and

new interpretations. Like Chicano Park

Kikuyu, played continuously in the

murals in Chicano Park, a National

@ 50, Morales’ exhibition lives on in

Humanities Center’s Gallery, serving

urgent matters. All Change Here:

Historic Landmark. Due to popular

archival form through the Humanities

as an emotional balm during

demand, the project continues to

Center’s website.

stressful times. The installation of

exist and attract visitors online.
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Finally, the popular series of time-

this project was again curated with
essential help from one of USD’s

Arts. At the public lecture, Chomsky
discussed language, the liberal arts
and the challenges of the 21st century,
drawing an impressive virtual audience
via Zoom and YouTube live stream. The

encouraged dialog on the Catholic
social tradition.
In the fall, we hosted Won’t You
Celebrate With Me: Poetry Reading and

Pandemics and Transformation
explored how pandemics change
the world. Care for Our Common
Home, one of USD’s Envisioning
2024 pathways, encompassed

online-only project was mounted

only in-person project of the year for

under the auspices of the center’s

the gallery. Screenings 6: Wangechi

intimate gallery. Art and Identity

Mutu was installed and visited by

The Humanities Center Gallery will be

justice cross-stitch workshop as

interrogated questions about

small numbers of appropriately

back with its usual full program of in-

well as a multimedia presentation

race, ethnicity and gender by

socially distanced students and

person exhibitions and dialogues in

from artist and filmmaker Jeffery

reviewing more than a dozen recent

faculty members throughout early

the 2021-22 academic year. We look

acquisitions from University Galleries’

Stuker and scholar Dr. Ursula Heise.

spring. A virtual program introducing

forward to seeing you again soon in

growing collection of contemporary

the project was co-promoted by

our space!

Responding to the rise of racial

the dean of the College of Arts and

and Communities of Belonging

been viewed more than 4,000 times.

based projections continued with the

Jess Persak ’21.

Come to the Table: Radical Hospitality

YouTube event recording has since

During the spring term, a second

talented undergraduate students,

and Within Us. Rounding out the year,

environmental challenges. The series
included a hands-on, environmental

violence and injustices, we hosted
Baked In: Systemic Racism Around

Discussion, which explored the work of
poet laureate Lucille Clifton. Continuing
to highlight voices of Black literati, the
series Souls of Black Folks: Poetry,
Essays and Readings celebrated
the works of August Wilson, Audrey
Lorde and figures from the Harlem
Renaissance. Indigenous storytellers
from the local community shared their
personal experiences and involvement
with issues tied to the Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation
Act in the There’s More Live series.
Given the rise of anti-Asian violence,
the center hosted a two-event panel
discussion called Let’s Talk About
Anti-Asian Racism. The center also

10 |
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Student Resources
Podcast: There’s More
There’s More is a campus storytelling
initiative and podcast that is
supported through collaboration
between the Humanities Center,
Changemaker Hub and College of
Arts and Sciences. There’s More
collects diverse stories about how
USD community members pursue
a purpose-filled life by confronting
humanity’s urgent challenges. The
series highlights USD’s liberal arts
tradition by exploring the human
condition through the practice of

held a two-day conference on race

and Disparities. Addressing current

and philosophy that engaged a public

concerns and news topics, the center

and academic audience from a

hosted The Marketplace of Ideas: Alt

The 2021-22 academic year marks

philosophical perspective about race.

Media and Political Groups, and the

the fifth year of this initiative under

Capitol Insurrection, which included

the leadership of faculty producer

correspondents from National Public

Diane Marie Keeling, associate

Radio and Bellingcat.com.

professor of communication studies.

Strengthening community and
intercampus relationships, the center
was the main sponsor for the San

changemaking.

October’s theme was “Normal” with

featured two alumni, Alex Deddeh ’19

Assistant Professor of Sociology

and Nena McGrade ’20, and one

Angela Nurse, Associate Professor

USD student, Thomas Sanbeg,

of Economics Adriana Vamosiu,

who each talked about unexpected

and Lily Yates, student producer of

majors and career paths. In March,

There’s More. Concluding the fall

the undergraduate Honors Program

the pandemic. The strong attendance

semester was November’s event,

co-sponsored Clash, featuring

group explored a range of vital

at these events speaks to the

Home, with Bradley Bond, chair of the

stories about the clashing identities

Impact of Misinformation on American

questions from the origins of machine

desires of the USD community to stay

communication studies department;

of honors students. Honors

Democracy, Past and Present, which

intelligence and the ethical questions

connected through story in times of

Nedeljko Golubovic, assistant

student storytellers were Riley Lim,

drew in participants from across

raised by AI. We hosted an AI and

great physical isolation. September’s

professor of counseling and marital

Calli Ortega, Brandt Jager-Story,

the country. We collaborated with

the Humanities lecture series with

theme was “A/part” with stories

and family development; and Ellie

Sophia Hart and Jennifer DeSantis.

The Center for Ethics in Science and

world-renowned scholars, including

from Director of Health Promotion

Frank, a first-year undergraduate

Concluding the academic year was

Technology for a panel conversation

Mark Coeckelbergh, PhD, University of

Stephanie Lynch, Michael Lomas, a

student.

Mirror, stories about the Native

about vaccine distrust and disparities

Vienna; Carissa Véliz, PhD, University of

graduate student at the Franciscan

in San Diego County called The

Oxford; and Patricia Churchland, PhD,

School of Theology, and Haley Swartz,

COVID Vaccine: Debates, Distrust,

professor emerita of philosophy at the

a lecturer of communication studies.

Lily Yates and Amulya Maddali, both

Diego Union-Tribune’s Festival of

The center continued to build its

Books, which included two USD panel

Critical Technology and Artificial

discussions. We also partnered with

Intelligence capacity with a year-

the Institute for Civil Civic Engagement

long, faculty reading group exploring

There’s More hosted six live

as part of the conference on Restoring

the complex issues surrounding

storytelling events over Zoom during

Civility to Civic Dialogue, including

technology and human life. The

the lecture USD Conversations: The

University of California, San Diego.

juniors, completed their third year
serving as student producers.

In the spring, There’s More
collaborated with a variety of groups
on campus. Career Development
helped organize, Unexpected, which

American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act. Persephone
Hooper Lewis of the Yomba Band of

12 |
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Shoshone Indians, Eva Trujillo of the
Mesa Grande Band of Diegeno Mission
Indians and Theresa Ambo of Luiseno
and Tongva indigenous people of
California each described their
experiences attempting to return
Native American artifacts and bodies
to their sovereign homes.
Many of these stories can be
found at theresmore.sandiego.
edu. Click on More Human and More
Insight. You can also find stories
about Linda Vista under More
Change. These stories were created
through the Impact Linda Vista
Initiative by students in COMM 333:
Podcast Storytelling. Stories cover
issues of gentrification, cultural
expression, homelessness and land
development. New stories are added
to the podcast each semester in our
continued attempt to share stories
of the human condition through the
practice of Changemaking.

The Alcalá Review

leadership transition, as the current

This last academic year, the students

outgoing editor-in-chief, Thomas

running The Alcalá Review produced

Dolan, graduated in Spring 2021. He is

two issues of the journal — Volume

currently working with the incoming

5 and Volume 6. Volume 5 was

editor-in-chief, rising third-year

the delayed Spring 2020 issue,

student Olivia Sutton, to ensure a

which would have been printed

smooth transition into the Fall 2021

in April 2020 had it not been for

semester. The fall semester will also

the COVID-19 pandemic. Volume

see the official launch of the English

6 was the regularly scheduled

Department’s new creative writing

issue for the current academic

minor, which is likely to draw non-

year, featuring the winners of the

English majors from all over campus.

Lindsay J. Cropper Undergraduate

Many non-English majors are already

Creative Writing Contest as well as

involved with The Alcalá Review, as

other submissions selected by the

it provides an exciting opportunity to

journal’s all-student editorial staff.

work creatively and collaboratively

Both issues were printed through

in the arts for many students who

Kindle Direct Publishing, thanks to the

wish to explore the arts while at

generous support of the Humanities

USD, but don’t have time in their

Center. Both issues feature cover

curricular plans. As faculty advisor

art and interior visual art created by

to The Alcalá Review, I look forward

USD students, an interdisciplinary

to a mutually beneficial and rich

collaboration tradition of which

relationship between the creative

the journal staff continues to be

writing minor and The Alcalá Review.

proud. The journal currently faces a
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